
NOTES NOTES 

Hoplites and heresies: a note 

A. J. Holladay has effectively reasserted the tradi- 
tional view of the hoplite phalanx-that it was a dense 
mass of men, relying on the weight and cohesion of the 
whole rather than on the prowess of individuals in order 
to break the enemy's line.1 

Further evidence in his support is provided by Plato's 
Laches,2 where Nicias is made to praise the art of 
fighting (that is, single combat) in hoplite armour, as a 
fitting part of a liberal education. But when it comes to 
its utility in warfare he is less enthusiastic. 'This science 
will help somewhat even on the actual battlefield, 
whenever one has to fight ranged in order with many 
others. But its chief benefit will be when the ranks are 
broken, and one has to fight singlehanded against a 
single adversary, and either, in pursuit, attack someone 
who is defending himself, or else, in retreat, protect 
oneself from the attack of another.' Nicias clearly has in 
mind a situation like that from which Socrates extracted 
himself so handsomely at the Battle of Delium, as the 
speakers in the dialogue have just recalled;3 though 
Socrates of course made his retreat without benefit of 
the newfangled art of fencing. 

Laches, replying to Nicias, is much less favourable, 
and, in dismissing the art of single combat altogether, 
particularly stresses that the Lacedaemonians have no 
use for it. Clearly neither Nicias nor Laches even 
envisages the possibility that the battle may begin with a 
series of single combats. 

This imaginary conversation does not of course carry 
the same historical weight as the Thucydidean passage, 
quoted by Holladay, that describes the advancing 
hoplites edging to the right to gain the protection of 
their neighbours' shields. Here are revealed not merely 
the movements but the feelings of front-rank soldiers 
going into battle.4 But Plato, like every Athenian of his 
class and time, understood the basic facts of hoplite 
warfare, and he and Thucydides bear one another out. 
Not only was the front rank too closely packed for 
individual skill to be of much account as the armies 
closed, but the following ranks, being made up of files 
whose duty was to follow their file-leader closely,5 
would have been equally packed. There was certainly 
no room for front-rank men to fall back between the 
files (whether by mutual consent or not) after they had 
had enough. 

To conclude, Holladay rightly notes that, after the 
Athenians had defeated the Syracusans on the Anapus, 
some of the victorious hoplites did break ranks and run 
out in pursuit, until they were checked by the enemy's 
cavalry.6 Moreover, even Spartan hoplites regularly 
met attacks of peltasts and other light-armed troops by 
ordering the younger men to run out against the 

1 A. J. Holladay, 'Hoplites and heresies', JHS cii (1982) 94-7. 
2 P1. Lach. I8Id-i82b. 
3 P1. Lach. i8Ib. 
4 Thuc. v 71.1; Holladay (n. I) 94. 
5 X. Cyr. ii 2.6-9, 3.21; Lac. Pol. 11.4-6;J. K. Anderson, Military 

Theory and Practice in the Age of Xenophon (Berkeley 1970) 94-I I 
(with further references). 

6 Thuc. vi 70.3; Holladay (n. I) 96. 
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enemy.7 Such actions might certainly explain the 
description of a fallen hoplite as promachos.8 But it is 
perhaps as probable that promachos is simply a poetic 
substitute for the technical protostates-a front-rank 
soldier, not one who fights in front of the ranks. In 
either case, the word lends no support to the suggestion 
that it was usual for hoplites to break ranks and come 
forward to individual combat when one phalanx was 
advancing against another. 
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7 Thuc. iv 127; X. Hell. iii 4.13-15; iv 4.15-17 and elsewhere; 
Anderson (n. 5) 117-26. 

8 Holladay (n. I) 94 n. 4. 

The Lamian War-stat magni nominis umbra1 

For the uprising of 323 and 322 BC by the Greek states 

against the Macedonian domination, the name 'The 
Lamian War' has universal currency, identifying the 
overall conflict through reference to the siege of Lamia 
in the winter of 323/2. Given the relative insignificance 
of that particular event in determining the outcome of 
the war, the name does not seem to be particularly 
appropriate. Yet there is ample ancient evidence to 
indicate that the term 6 Aa/tLaKos 7ro'AEtLos was used 
also in antiquity to signify this struggle. The full 
catalogue, in chronological order, is: 
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There is also a possible reading of ev Trc AalataKcO 

1 Lucan i 135. The argument of this paper formed the basis of a talk 
to the faculty and graduate students of the Department of Classics at 
Stanford University on 22nd January, 1981. 

2 A variant reading AaAaplLaK6v occurs in MS F. 
3 In the Argumentum to D.S. xviii 7ro'Aeyov ... rov ovotLaaeOevra 

AalaucaKov is found in ? vi and rov Aa.ltaKOv 7rrhAeov in xiv. 
4 At x 1.6 the text of Strabo reads: KaTraTpadcf 8 rda ZTvpa Ev TO) 

MaAtaK. w7roAEcP V6JrO Iia(Spov TOV 'AOrlvao.iv aoparTl7yov. A. 

Meineke, in his edition (Leipzig 1866), emended MaAmaKc to 
AauataK(c on the basis of a conjecture by Casaubon. A scribal error in 
transposing the lambda and mu is not difficult to envisage, and as all 
extant MSS are descended from the so-called archetype, the one 
original transposition would explain the constant MS reading 
MaALaKcJ. Given what is known of the activities of Phaedrus, the 
Athenian strategos, it is highly probable that the MS reading should be 
so emended. On the career of Phaedrus see J. K. Davies, Athenian 
Propertied Families 6oo-300 B.C. (Oxford 1971) 524-5 no. 13964. 
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NOTES 

[7roA4Ec] in a scholion to the text of Aeschines.5 To the 
Greek references should be added the Latin term bellum 
Lamiacum in the prologues to the lost Historiae Philippi- 
cae of Pompeius Trogus.6 The Chronicle ofJerome also 
contains the term as a translation of the Eusebius passage 
cited above.7 

Such then is the complete register of occurrences of 
the name 'The Lamian War'. In each case the source is a 
literary one, and no corroborating epigraphical evi- 
dence for the title has been found. 

The war was also known in antiquity, however, as o 
'EAAqrvtKos o'AEjLtos. The evidence for this is primarily 
epigraphical. The inscriptions are firmly datable in the 
main, and attest contemporary and near-contemporary 
use of that title.8 At IG ii2 448, in the second of two 
decrees, which is from the Athenian month Maimacter- 
ion in the archonship of Archippus (3 I8/17 BC), lines 43 
and 44 read [Kad ~Err roT TO\roAE'LOo] v ro 'EAArlvtKov.9 
That this is the Lamian War is certain. Not only is the 
first of the two decrees from the archonship of 
Cephisodorus (323/2) but the entire context of both 
decrees is the advent of Sicyon into the Greek alliance 
for the war which began in that year.10 

In IG ii2 505, from the Athenian month Scirophor- 
ion, in the archonship of Nicocles (302/I), line 17 reads 
ErT ToV 'EAAqrvtKov rwoMAEov. " There can be no doubt 

5 There are two scholia to Aeschines ii 21, each providing 
biographical details in elaboration of a textual reference to an 
Athenian strategos, Leosthenes, who had gone into exile in 361 BC. The 
scholion common to MSS L and M confuses this Leosthenes with the 
one later so prominent in the Lamian War, and includes the comment 
va-repov SE KaTEAOwv earparTV y aa V ev erT 8iAtaK,C Kat adreOave 

TrpwOes. Both L and M read 8$7AtaKac but in the margin of M another 
hand has written oLtiat Aa/LaKco). Despite a conflation of two 
Leosthenes, this sentence does appear to refer to the Athenian general 
who commanded the forces at the siege of Lamia, and who died there 
as a result of a blow. If so, then the reading AaufaaKs should be 
preferred, with the supplement [TroAE'fco] understood. For the two 
scholia and the adscript see W. Dindorf, Scholia Graeca in Aeschinem et 
Isocratem (Oxford i852; repr. Hildesheim 1970) 46. 

6 Pompeius Trogus Prol. xiii. Although there is a variant MS 
reading lansacum (or lamsacum), the context makes it certain that the 
reading of Lamiacum preferred by J. Bongars in his edition ofJustin's 
epitome (Paris I58I) is correct, and it is now accepted without 
exception. For the text and apparatus see 0. Seel, Pompei Trogi 
Fragmenta (Leipzig I956) I20. 

7 The parallel passages are 6 AaptIaKO6 w7dAe!oL eKKLV 7Ol (Euse- 
bius) and Lamiacum bellum motum (St Jerome). 

8 The Marmor Parium apart, I have examined first hand each of the 
inscriptions cited in this article. My thanks to Mrs D. Peppas-Delmou- 
sou and her staff at the National Epigraphical Museum at Athens for 
their aid and expertise. 

9 The restoration is beyond question, as is evident both from the 
immediately adjacent context (lines 43-51) and from the subject 
matter of the whole, on which see below n. Io. 

10 Part a, the first decree, from the archonship of Cephisodorus in 
323/2, honours Euphron of Sicyon for bringing Sicyon into the Greek 
alliance (lines 8-15). Part b, from the archonship of Archippus in 
318/17, comes from the year of the 'restored democracy' and harks 
back to the Hellenic (i.e. Lamian) War when the above honours were 
granted, recalling the reasons for the bestowal (lines 43-9). This decree 
reaffirms the previous honours and orders that new stelae recording 
them be erected (62 ff.). 

11 An Athenian honorary decree in favour of Nicander of Ilium 
and Polyzelus of Ephesus, metics who had contributed to the 
Athenian navy during the Lamian War. On their status and r6oles at 
Athens see R. Thomsen, Eisphora (Copenhagen I964) 237-42, and J. 
Pecirka, The Formula for the Grant of Enktesis in Attic Inscriptions 
(Prague I966) 8o0- together with his 'A note on Aristotle's 

I53 

that this reference is to the so-called Lamian War. Lines 
i6 and 17 mention the archonship of Cephisodorus, and 
I8 and 25 the admiral Euetion.12 

At lines 9 and Io of IG ii2 50o6 the restored reading is 
0ro6v ToA,E[ov yevo Levov rov 'EAAvt] I KKoV.13 There is 
a reference to naval matters at line IO and a virtually 
certain naming of Cleitus, the Macedonian admiral 
during the war.14 Further, the date of the inscription is 
in accord with the above framework. Lacking the full 
prescript (including the archon year) to this decree, we 
cannot assign it a precise date. However, the proposer 
was one Lysicrates, son of Lysistratus, also known from 
an honorary decree firmly dated 304/3,15 within the 
chronological boundaries of the two previously cited 
inscriptions in which the term 6 'EAAqvtKo3 7TroAElosg is 
attested. This indicates that a date of c. 302/I for IG ii2 
506, as proposed in IG, is to be accepted. 

Albeit scanty and fragmentary, the epigraphical 
evidence is conclusive. In Athens the term 6 'EAArvtLKos 
7r6oAA,os was the official name for the war of 323 and 
322, at least down to 30o.16 

A single literary reference corroborates the epigra- 
phical evidence. At Plut. Phoc. 23.I, in an account of a 

conception of citizenship and the role of foreigners in fourth century 
Athens', Eirene vi (1967) 25. 

12 That Euetion was the Athenian naval commander in this war is 
known from D.S. xviii 15.9. 

13 The restoration by U. Koehler in IG ii 271. These lines could not 
be restored as ov KaL roU 7roAe'I[o yeVOjLEVOv roV Aa,ita] KOV as this 
supplement would account for only 32 of the 33 stoichoi. 

14 The text of IG ii2 50o6 is fragmentary. Only the left hand 
sections can be read with any confidence. The first fourteen letters 
of line IO are legible; the line reads: KOV KaLt 'yrrAEvaav[a&uv 
rTjv vefv ......... ]. It is likely that there is a further naval 
reference at line 12, which survives as follows: 
[.. ]HPEIZKAEI-[ ...........2.......... ]. Although no 
full restoration of a line is yet possible, from line 10 it is clear that the 
general context is naval. Koehler therefore proposed that the missing 
first two letters of line 12 are PI and that the final letter of the previous 
line should be T. The problem of the remaining extant letters in line 
12 was resolved by A. Wilhelm, 'Ein neues Bruchstiick der parischen 
Marmorchronik', Ath.Mitt. xxii (1897) 193, proposing to restore the 
name of Euetion's opponent KAEfTro. That Cleitus was the 
Macedonian vav'apXos in the Lamian War is known from D.S. xviii 
15.8. With the final letter of line I , line 12 would read: r] [pt]1pjEc 

KA,LT[.... 
15 IG ii2 488.6-7. Lysicrates and his genealogy are discussed by 

Davies (n. 4) 425. 
16 In the summary of the epigraphical evidence for the name 6 

'EAAvLK6os Tro'AEfLOs I have not included IG ii2 546, an Athenian 
decree concerning the people of Dolopia. Lines 14 and 15 are restored 
to read as follows in IG ii2: [8vvavTat adya6ov K]at vvv KaI fv [lrt) 

'EAA'ivtKs) t roToAliai T-oE 9Trp]aTrEvof'Evoti.... Here the entire TZ 

'EAA7ViLK(c rToAef4l is a restoration and one not easily substantiated in 
view of the extremely fragmentary nature of the inscription and the 
difficulty in supplying a date for it. (The prescript is deficient, notably 
in the name of the archon.) In IG ii2 the inscription is placed in the 
period 3 I8/17-308/7, but since the publication of IG ii2 in 1913 it has 
been shown that references to the av7Trpo0Epot are not confined to the 
period after 3 19/8. Subsequently IG ii2 546 has been assigned to the 
year 321/20-as a possibility by W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt 
(1940); more positively by Meritt (I96I); tentatively by S. Dow 
(1963). If 321/20 is to be accepted as the date for IG ii2 546, then I 
believe that the acceptability of Ev TCO 'EAA7rvtKO rToA\^fo as a 
supplement for lines I4-15 is greatly reduced. There is no surviving 
Athenian decree from the years between 322 and 318 which mentions 
that war-not surprising in view of the degree of control exercised 
over Athenian affairs in that period by the Macedonians, both by the 
garrison at Munichia and by the constitution imposed by Antipater. 



disagreement between Phocion and Leosthenes, the 
Lamian War strategos, the text reads: oe >E'pcov 
EvE?LE?v o 

AeWaOUevrqs rTv ro'Atv ES TOV 'EAAviovLK 
7r6?,'uov.... Following Xylander, editors have gener- 
ally emended 'EAA7rvtKov to Aap,taKov, thereby excis- 
ing the sole extant literary evidence for the name's use 
for this war. That such a drastic revision of the text is 
unwarranted is demonstrated by its epigraphical occur- 
rences. The original text, retained in the earlier Teubner 
editions of Plutarch's Lives by Sintenis, has been 
maintained, rightly, by Ziegler.17 

In the light of contemporary propaganda it should 
not be a matter of surprise that the title was o 
'EAAqrvtKo6s roeAsLOs. The funeral speech given by 

Hyperides in honour of the Athenian dead after the 
siege of Lamia provides ample indication of how the 
Athenians viewed the war's issues. Not only is it 
apparent that the primary catchword was EAEvOEpt'a, 
but on seven of the eight occasions where that noun 
occurs it is linked with forms of 'EAAas or WEAAqrves. 
There is also one occurrence of the verb EAEUvepo'W, 

again directly coupled with Hellas.18 Epigraphy adds to 
our knowledge of the practice. At lines 7 and 8 of IG ii2 
467 (30o6/5), it is recorded that the Athenians had waged 
the war [vrrep Tr) EXA] IvOEpias Trcv ['E]AA [vwov. In 
similar vein, lines 43-5 of IG ii2 448 (3 I8/17) read [Kat 
ETl TOV 7ToAE/Lo]Iv TOV T EAAVlKOV, OV [v]E[arUJTaaTO o 

8loS 6o 'AOq'rva'icv v] 7TEp Trcv 'EAA 'vcwv.19 This 
concept of an Hellenic War, fought for EAevOepia and 

avrovo/,ia20 against a foreign foe, was most openly 
expressed by Hyperides, who likened the struggle to 
that waged by the Greeks against the Persians in the 
early fifth century.21 These slogans, so prominent in the 
contemporary evidence, are also found in the derivative 
sources,22 and demonstrate well the emotional environ- 
ment in which the name o 'EAArvtKogs 7roAelosg was 
coined for the war of 323 and 322. 

17 Xylander's edition was printed at Heidelberg in I561. In the 
Teubner, C. Sintenis' first edition was in I839 (4 vols) and the second 
in I874 (5 vols). See now K. Ziegler (ed.), Plutarchi Vitae Parallelae ii. 

(Leipzig I964) i 8, and the n. to line 24. 
18 Hyperides, Epitaphios col. 5 roiS "EAAr.a[tv] et' rTqv EAEvOEptav 

and rT r(Ov 'EAA6'vwv eAEvOepta, col. 6 VTrrp Tr[S Tr]V 'EAA?ovwv 

eAevUOepLa and r- 'EAAad& [rTv] .AE[v0ep]iav, col. 9 rnv KOIvTV 

E'A[EV]Oepi'av roIs "EAArav, col. iI rT yE[voLT' av TOI? EA]XAa v 

i[o EO 7Tratvos rTV] T7/V EAEvOEpl[av 7TapacKEval aavTwcov a[ro rcTv 

MaKEUo]vWV, col. 13 ElS T7rV Ko0v'v eAevOeplav rTv 'EAAhvcov. The 
single occasion in this speech when the word is not linked in that way 
is in col. 7 Kal rTqv tfEv eAEvOUeplav Etl TO Ko[t]VOV Traaiv Kare'Oeaav. 
At the commencement of col. I3 is 0o' Tr)v 'EAAd.[a] 
eAevOepcoaavreg. 

19 Above n. Io. 
20 For avTovodLta see Epitaphios col. 9.23. 
21 Hyp. Epit. cols 12-13. 
22 D.S. xviii 9.5 has both avrovojt.'a and eAXvOepwcaat, plus 

references to eAevOfEpa at xviii 9.1, I0.2 and 12.3. The eAevOep'a 
catch-cry is also echoed in Plut. Phoc. 26.1 and Suda s.v. 'Aat.ia'. 
Justin xiii 5.5 provides the Latin counterpart with multae civitates 
libertatem bello vindicandam fremebant. There is also evidence from a 
papyrus fragment. Hibeh Pap. i (I906) 15 (=FGrH 105 F 6) is the 
second of the literary papyri from Hibeh, being part of a rhetorical 
composition written between 280 and 240. The editors believe that 
the occasion depicted is an address by Leosthenes to the Athenians on 
the Lamian War-an opinion supported by G. Mathieu, 'Notes sur 
Athenes a la veille de la guerre lamiaque', RPh lv (1929) 159-70, who 
also tentatively posits Anaximenes of Lampsacus as the source (I6o-i, 
I67). At line 122 (col. V) of the papyrus the text reads: vrrep Tr5-s 
KOlVS eAevOEp[i[as]. 

Although it has been recognised for some time that 
'The Hellenic War' was a contemporary name for the 
event which is more widely known as 'The Lamian 
War', there has been no complete tabulation and 
examination of the evidence for each name. Nor has 
there been any attempt to determine at what stage the 
name 'The Lamian War' came into being, or for how 
long the term 'The Hellenic War' continued to be 
used.23 

Epigraphy has preserved only one other method of 
referring to this conflict. The war was recorded as that 
nrpos 'AvTrTarpov by the author of the Marmor 
Parium,24 terminology which was probably employed 
also in IG ii2 467.6-7, where the restored reading is E[v 
T(U)t roAEwUL O&V 7TE7TOAro1 ?\KE] V O6 t]aOS 6 'AO'qvat'wv 

[irpos 'Avrt'rarpov.25 Diodorus provides a direct 
literary parallel with 'AOrqva?ot e 7TrpOs 'AvTr7rarpov 
7r6TAo v E7'VEyKav, and Justin and Orosius supply the 
Latin equivalent bellum cum Antipatro.26 There are two 
literary instances in which the war is called that Trpos 
MaKe?o6vas,27 and one b UOoekfoptKOS ToAEFLOs.28 
There is nothing to suggest that any of these three ways 
of referring to the war attained widespread usage.29 

All extant literary sources in which the name o 
AactaKos rroKAELaoS is found are derivative. The earliest, 
Diodorus, uses the term on six occasions and is 
consistent in that there is no instance of the alternative o 
'EAA-tVLKos roA,eL0os in his references to this war. 
Scholars all agree that Hieronymus of Cardia is the 
major source for Bks xviii to xx of Diodorus' history,30 
and it is within the span of these books that five of the 
six occurrences of the name 'Lamian War' are to be 
found. In particular the sections of Bk xviii in which the 
account of the Lamian War is given3 1 bear the marks of 
Hieronymus. T. S. Brown has pointed to the somewhat 
cynical attitude to Greek attempts at freedom which is 
prevalent throughout Bks xviii-xx,32 and which 

23 For example, H. Schaefer, Der lamische oder hellenische Krieg 
(Diss. Giessen i886), despite his title, virtually ignores the question of 
the name of the war (only a brief indication at 62 n. 76). The most 
comprehensive tabulations of the sources for both names are: A. 
Schaefer, Demosthenes und seine Zeit2 iii (Leipzig 1887) 372 nn. 1-2; H. 
Bengtson, Gr. Gesch.5 (Munich I977) 372 n. 3; and F. Staehelin, RE 
xii (1925) 'Lamischer Krieg' 562, but in each case there are omissions 

and/or inaccuracies. E. Lepore, 'Leostene e le origini della guerra 
Lamiaca', PP x (I955) I61-85 has suggested that the name 'Hellenic 
War' originated in the climate of the restored democracy of 318 (176 
and n. 6), having noted that the first surviving use of the appellation is 
in an inscription from that year. However, on the absence of such 
references for the years 322-318 see above n. i6. 

24 FGrH 239 B 9. 
25 The supplement [7rpose 'Avr&rarpov] in line 7 is supported by 

the proposed restoration of line 16 in A. Wilhelm, Akademieschriften 
zur griechischen Inschriftenkunde (1895-1951) ii (Leipzig 1974) 145 as 
aKeSovi Ka[L OTr 'A]vr[trrarpos eKparr1ae, ova/,uso] . 

26 D.S. xviii 8.i; Justin xiii 5.8; Orosius iii 23.15. 
27 Paus. iv 28.3 and Arg. to D.S. xviii, pt 2 ? lix. 
28 Dexippus, FGrH oo00 F 33. 
29 Lepore (n. 23) has demonstrated that the account of the origins 

of the war at D.S. xvii II1.1 if. presents Leosthenes as the prime 
mover. There is no suggestion, however, that the conflict was ever 
termed 'Leosthenes' War'. 

30 See, most recently, Jane Hornblower, Hieronymus of Cardia 
(Oxford I981) esp. ch. 2. 

31 D.S. xviii 9.1-13.6; 14.4-15.9; I6.4-I8.9. 
32 T. S. Brown, 'Hieronymus of Cardia', AHR lii (I946-7) 693 

and n. 71. 
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for the full account of the conflict, employed 6 
AapLtaKogs 7roAe/Los in xvii to maintain consistency with 
what followed in xviii. That Diodorus was conscious of 
the link between these two passages in the successive 
books is quite clearly attested at xviii 9. I, where specific 
reference is made to the earlier account ev rTT Rp 
Tav7rrs flv',A. The proposal that o AaCItaKoS Trrd'AELos3 

(with the addition of KAr)0ELs) in xvii was a deliberate 
foreshadowing of the term used by Hieronymus is 
virtually confirmed by the first use of that name in xviii, 
where the text reads: 

Kara be rTrv Evprrirv 'PdStot IxLv EKfaAovres Tr)V 
MaKE8ovLLKlv efpoupa'v qrAevepwuaV Trjv ITO'roAv, 
'AOqrvaiol 8E rTpOs 'AvrTirarpov 7r6A,uLov Ee7rveyKav 
TOV ovotLaaOLevra AalftaKov.36 

Elsewhere in Bks xviii-xx the war is referred to merely 
as 6 Aa,LLtaKos roAeqLOS. Presumably, in first employ- 
ing the term in xviii where the name is derived from 
Hieronymus, Diodorus felt it necessary to mirror the 
terminology of xvii III.I in order to form a precise 
bridge with the earlier account of the origins of the 
conflict. It therefore appears most likely that Hier- 
onymus used the name o AatuLaKos 7ToAEtLOS in 
referring to the war of 323 and 322, but that Diodorus' 
source for Bk xvii did not do so. 

Plutarch is the most intriguing of the literary sources 
for this matter. In the Lives he uses both 6 'EAA-qvtKos 
7roeAUqos and 6 Aaf/LtaKos rroe'Afos0 in referring to the 
war, and in this he stands alone. o AalutaKo6 7roAEJaos9 is 
found in the Pyrrhus, and there is no doubt that for parts 
of this Plutarch had as his source either Hieronymus, or 
perhaps more likely an intermediary Hieronymus-based 
source.37 On three separate occasions in Pyrrhus 
Plutarch cites Hieronymus as his authority,38 and it is 
known from Pausanias that Hieronymus' history in- 
cluded information as to the death of Pyrrhus.39 
Plutarch's use of o Aa,uLaKos 7roAeUos in a biography 
for which the detail was derived to some extent at least 
from that source adds weight to the proposal that 
Hieronymus referred to the war by that name. 

The only surviving literary reference with the name 
6 'EAArvtLKos 7orAleos is in Plutarch's Phocion,40 in 
which Duris of Samos is twice mentioned as a source.41 
Although the evidence for Duris' life is far from 
comprehensive, it is certain that his forebears must have 
been removed from their homeland in the expulsion of 
the Samians by the Athenians in 366/5, and that Duris 
was born in exile, possibly in Sicily, c. 330. In the 
restoration of the Samian exiles by the general recall of 
322/I Duris presumably came to Samos, where both his 
father Kaios and he are attested as -rvpavvot. At some 

36 D.S. xviii 8.I. 
37 Plut. Pyrrh. 1.6 which is, admittedly, in the prefatory section. 

On the question of whether Plutarch made use of sources contempor- 
ary with the subjects of his Lives or relied upon secondary sources, see 
K. Ziegler, RE xxi.i (I951) 'Plutarchos' no. 2 esp. 911 ff. and the 
introduction to J. R. Hamilton, Plutarch, Alexander: a Commentary 
(Oxford i969) xliii-xlix. The general belief, following E. Meyer, 
Forschungen zur alten Geschichte ii (Halle I899) 65-71, is that Plutarch 
did use secondary sources in the main, but that for the period of the 
Diadochi he could have had direct access to the work of Hieronymus. 

38 Plut. Pyrrh. I7.7=FGrH 154 F is 
(280 BC); 21.I2=F 12 (279 

BC); 27.8=F 14 (272 BC). 
39 Paus. i I3.9=FGrH 154 F I5. 
40 Above p. 153-4. 
41 Plut. Phoc. 4.3-4=FGrH 76 F 50; i7.io=F 51. 

doubtless is a reflection of Hieronymus' opinions, 
resulting not only from his connections with the 
Macedonian dynasts but also from his own background 
in Cardia, whose dependence on Macedonia in the 
fourth century BC is well attested.33 This cynicism is 
especially noticeable in Diodorus' account of the 
attempt to break from the Macedonian domination in 
323 and 322, with the accompanying Greek catch-cries 
of EAevOep'a and avTovodita. The attitude is most 
clearly demonstrated in xviii Io, reporting the public 
debate at Athens which resulted in an open declaration 
of war against Antipater. In its entirety the tone of D.S. 
xviii Io is pessimistic-not unexpectedly so given that 
the source is Hieronymus.34 

The five instances of o AaJLtaKos 7roAeXtos in D.S. 
xviii-xx can be attributed with confidence to Hier- 
onymus, but the remaining occurrence is at xvii I I . I, 
and despite continuing controversy as to Diodorus' 
major source for Bk xvii, there is no suggestion that 
Hieronymus was used at all here.35 On the single 
occasion where the name 'Lamian War' does occur in 
xvii the phraseology is interesting. The sentence reads: 

a,a SE' TOVTOLS 7rpaTTo0EvoLst KaTa Ti-v tEAAaSa 

rapaxat avviaravro Kat rrpayla,Trwv Katvwv 
KL1v7aeLs, E' e)v 6 AafutaKos 7roAE?tLOs KArOeLs EAaJte 
T7)v apxyqv, EK TotavrtTs TLVOS a'rtTag. 

The use of KAq0EiES in referring to the name of the war is 
strange and would suggest that Diodorus might well not 
be echoing his source at this point. Since 6 AapxtaKos 
7r6Aoexos is used consistently from Bk xviii to xx when 
Diodorus' source is Hieronymus, the likely supposition 
is that in referring to the origins of the Lamian War in 
xvii I the source used by Diodorus did not refer to the 
forthcoming war by that name at all. Diodorus, who 
was aware that this was to be the name used in Bk xviii 

33 References to Cardia in the speeches of Demosthenes show 

clearly that it was only the support of the Macedonian monarchy 
which prevented Athens from asserting control over Cardia. A full list 
of the evidence from Demosthenes, together with that from D.S. xvi 
and Plut. Eumenes is given by Brown (n. 32) 690 n. 56. For Cardian 

animosity towards Athens and inclination towards Macedon see 
Hornblower (n. 30) 175. 

34 Hornblower (n. 30) observes that 'the account of the Lamian 
War in (Diodorus) xviii reveals a distinctly Macedonian slant' 
(6o-reiterated at 66, I65 and more fully at I7I). Nonetheless it is 
claimed at 176-7 that in xviii Io there is a sympathetic analysis of the 
Greek problems in preparing for this war. Against this proposal see 
A. B. Bosworth's review of Hornblower's work in JHS ciii (I983) 
209-io0. On Hieronymus' historical perspectives note also K. Rosen, 
'Politische Ziele in der friihen hellenistischen Geschichtsschreibung', 
Hermes cvii (1979) 460-77. 

35 The most likely candidate is still Cleitarchus of Alexandria, who 
is now widely accepted as the source, directly or indirectly, for D.S. 
xvii. A thorough re-examination of the evidence is in J. R. Hamilton, 
'Cleitarchus and Diodorus 17', Greece and the Eastern Mediterranean in 
Ancient History and Prehistory, Fests. Schachermeyr (Berlin 1977) 
126-46. Tarn's theory of a so-called 'mercenaries' source' on whom 
Diodorus relied heavily up to the battle of Issus (Alexander the Great ii 
esp. 71-5, I05-6, I28-30) has been laid to rest by P. A. Brunt, CQ xii 
(1962) I41-55. On the contentious subject of the date of Cleitarchus, 
recent works by J. R. Hamilton, 'Cleitarchus and Aristobulus', 
Historia x (196I) 448-58; E. Badian, 'The date of Clitarchus', PACA 
viii (I965) 5-II; F. Schachermeyr, Alexander in Babylon und die 
Reichsordnung nach seine Tode (Vienna 1970) 211-24 have argued for c. 
3 10. If Cleitarchus was the source for the reference at D.S. xvii I 1 1. a 
date of c. 3 10 would accord well with the proposition below that the 
source which Diodorus used at that point could not have employed 
the term 6 AaIluaKKos 7roAc/o0. 
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time after 307 Duris, along with his brother Lynceus, 
went to Athens to study under Theophrastus, and 
thence seems to have returned to Samos c. 300.42 

Duris' most renowned work, the Macedonian History, 
began with the events of 370/69 (taking as a starting 
point the death of Amyntas, father of Philip II)43 and 
probably concluded with those of 28I/80. The last 
datable event in the extant fragments is the death of 
Lysimachus in 28I.44 The year 28I/80 would have had 
particular significance as a concluding point for the 
Macedonica as it marked the annexation of Samos by 
Ptolemy II and the downfall of Duris' rule.45 Given 
both the topic of the History and that he was a citizen of 
Samos, it is to be expected that Duris would have 
included an account of the Lamian War, the causes of 
which (from the Athenian viewpoint) were so closely 
linked with the question of the cleruchies on Samos.46 

Duris was in Athens during the last decade of the 
fourth century and had returned to Samos by c. 300. 
Now this is precisely the period for which we have 
unequivocal epigraphical evidence that at Athens the 
war was known as, and officially recorded in public 
documents as, 6 'EAAvtLKos TroAEi0osx. It would not, 
therefore, be surprising if Duris employed that termino- 
logy. That Plutarch uses the name in the Phocion, for 
which Duris is twice attested as a source, raises the 
possibility that Plutarch derived the name from him. 

That possibility is strengthened by an examination of 
Plutarch's Demetrius, as it has been demonstrated 
conclusively that much of the material for this Life was 
drawn ultimately from Duris.47 Sweet also proposes 
that the historical framework for Demetrius was derived 
from an intermediary annalistic history based on 
Hieronymus.48 The Demetrius contains two references 
to the Lamian War, the first of which is expressed in a 
manner significant for this discussion. After recording 
the overthrow of Demetrius of Phalerum in 307, 
Plutarch continues: 

'AO7)va?ot $' daroAaflo'vTeS T'V 8$q!LOKpart'av ETEL 

7rTEvTeKaL8fKaT.o, Tov 8Laa ]uEov po6vov aa7ro TT(v 

AatLiaKCv KaL 7rrjS Trepl Kpavv)va pa xdrsc Ao'yco tev 

42 For the early life of Duris see R. B. Kebric, In the Shadow of 
Macedon: Duris of Samos, Historia Einzels. xxix (Wiesbaden 1977) 2-4; 
for the date of their arrival at Athens, id., 'A note on Duris in Athens', 
CPh lxix (1974) 286-7, with good arguments for between 304 and 
302. That Duris had returned to Samos by c. 300 is indicated by the 
issue of a hemidrachma at that time, see J. Barron, The Silver Coins of 
Samos (London I966) 137-8. 

43 D.S. xv 60.6. 
44 Pliny NH viii 143 =FGrH 76 F 55. 
45 Kebric (n. 42) 51-4. 
46 One extant fragment of the Macedonica indicates that the matter 

was discussed in Bk x, as the Suda records that in that section of Duris' 
work was to be found an account of an harangue by Pytheas against 
Demosthenes (s.v. 'ci TO LepOv 7rVp OVK fea-ct cvanaat'= FGrH 76 
F 8). Plutarch, citing Phylarchus as his source, also has a description of 
that public verbal clash to which the Duris fragment appears to refer 
(Dem. 27.3 =FGrH 8 F 75). 

47 W. E. Sweet, 'Sources of Plutarch's Demetrius', Cl. Weekly xliv 

(195I) I77-8 ; Kebric (n. 42) 55-60; Hornblower (n. 30) 68-70; P. de 
Lacy, 'Biography and Tragedy in Plutarch', AJP lxxiii (I952) 159-71. 

Lynceus of Samos, the brother of Duris, is the only source named in 
this biography (Plut. Demetr. 27.3). Hieronymus is attested at 39.3-7 
as having been appointed by Demetrius as epimelete and harmost over 
the Boeotians (=FGrH 154 T 8). 

48 Sweet (n. 47) 178. 

oAXyapXLK7is, Epy(L 8E /iovapXLKr/s KaTaarTaadEs 

yEVO/.LEVr-q Sta r7Tv 'TOV aA-qprcgs SvvaltLv.49 
The phraseology at first sight appears unnecessarily 
awkward, viz. a&ro T rv AaLt,aKcvJ Kat 7rS 7rrepL 
Kpavvc&va ,a,dxrls. Had Plutarch's source at this point 
used the name 'Lamian War' for the conflict, then a 
simple &7rr rot AalataKov 7roAELaov would have 
sufficed and been more explicit. It would seem more 
likely that the source was one to whom the term o 
Aa,LtaKos rodhAEos was unknown, so that even if 
Sweet is correct in positing an Hieronymus-based 
source for some sections of Demetrius, this is not one 
which can be attributed to that source. Duris apparently 
knew this war as 6 'EAA7rvtKos firoAhCos-but to have 
used the name in a statement reviewing the past could 
have created some ambiguity. Plutarch himself is 
evidence enough for the fact that the name o 
'EAAh7vtK3o TroAqEtos had been applied to many military 
engagements other than that of 323 and 322.5? It is 
possible that Plutarch's source avoided the more general 
6 'EAA7vK,Kos 7ToAe0os in favour of the more descriptive 
and completely unambiguous references to ra 
AapltaKa and 7 Trpt KpavvJ;va IadXqr, the only two 
theatres of the war on land where major Greek and 
Macedonian forces met. Such a description of the 
Lamian War is consistent with one who had a near 
contemporary knowledge of the events, especially as 
they were reported in Athens. In the surviving passages 
of Hyperides' Epitaphios there are references to a /xaXr 
immediately prior to the besieging of Lamia, and to 
/axat subsequent to the lifting of the siege, but never to 
an actual ,adXrq at Lamia itself.5' The phraseology at 
Plut. Demetr. 10.2 is absolutely accurate, and precise in 
distinguishing between the type of engagement at 
Crannon and the events earlier at Lamia. Duris' 
presence in Athens in the immediate post-war decades 
would have equipped him with that knowledge, which 
provided an alternative to the only name current at that 
time, o 'EAAXr7vtKos roA/l0os.52 

The relative dates at which Duris and Hieronymus 
wrote their histories are reasonably well established. 
Droysen first proposed that Duris wrote before Hier- 
onymus-a theory subsequently attacked by Koehler, 
but convincingly upheld byJacoby, and now accepted 
as established, as has beenJacoby's further proposal that 
Hieronymus wrote in part in reaction to, and refutation 
of, Duris.53 As noted above,54 the indications are that 
Duris began his history shortly after 281/80 when his 
rule in Samos was terminated by Ptolemy 11. Hier- 
onymus is recorded as having lived to an age of one 
hundred and four,55 which would put his death c. 250. 

49 Plut. Demetr. 10.2. 
50 The expression occurs in seven separate Lives from the fifth and 

fourth centuries BC-Them. 6.5; Cim. I8.6; Lys. 27.3; Ages. I5.2; Pel. 
17. I1; Art. 20.4; Phoc. 23.1. 

51 Coll. 5-6. Events vept Aaplaav are discussed further in the 
examination of Plb. ix 29.2 below. 

52 How Hieronymus referred to the same event is demonstrated at 
D.S. xx 46.3: 6 ozv v 8l.os ev TO) Aa/.taKw 7TroAeua KaTraAvOEL 

vr' 'AvrTlraTpov O/LET' erl7 trevrEKaSIeKa TrapaSows eKoLcraaro Trrv 

rrdrptov TroALtreav. 

53J. G. Droysen, 'Zur Duris und Hieronymos', Hermes xi (I876) 
465; U. Koehler, 'Cber die Diadochensgeschichte Arrian's', Sitz. d. 
Kon. Preuss. Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin (I890) 586 ff.; F. Jacoby, RE viii.2 

(I913) 'Hieronymos' no. 10 1549 and FGrH iiD (Comm.) 544. 
54 Above nn. 44 and 45. 
55 

[Lucian] Macrob. 22=FGrH 154 T 2. 
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fighting there was like the sally which cost Leosthenes 
his life.... The likelihood is that P. has confused the 
name of the decisive land battle with that of the town 
noteworthy for the most memorable incident of the 
war as a whole....'60 The confusion in Polybius is 
explicable if it is understood that by the time this 
abbreviated account of the war was written, the name 6 
AajltaKos TroAq/Los was in circulation. Polybius has 
mistakenly assumed that the decisive land battle must 
have been near the city which had given its name to the 
overall conflict of 323 and 322, and by that error 
supplies the first indication of the time by which the 
name 6 AlatLaKo6s 7roAELO had attained widespread 
recognition.61 

If Hieronymus was the first literary figure to use the 
name Aal,LaKos 7roAqECos, it remains to ask why. 
Hornblower has argued that Hieronymus' final revision 
of the early sections of his work was undertaken in the 
260s, after Athens had capitulated to Antigonus Gonatas 
in the Chremonidean War. Not only were there 
parallels to be drawn between the 'Hellenic War' of the 
32os and the Greek struggle for freedom from Macedon 
in the 260s, but for a contemporary historian (with 
pro-Macedonian tendencies) the recording of the 
former revolt needed careful rewriting in view of the 
current developments.62 In particular the traditional 
name of 'EAAr-vtKos 7roAqudos would have presented 
problems-both emotive and in the matter of precision. 
It is in that light, I would suggest, that Hieronymus 
decided to refer to the war of 323 and 322 BC as 6 
AatLaKLoS ro 'AEos. 

N. G. ASHTON 
The University of Western Australia 

60 F. W. Walbank, A Historical Commentary on Polybius ii (Oxford 
1967) 167. 

61 A confusion somewhat similar to that in the Polybius passage is 
evident at Paus. vii 6.5. There it is stated that of the people of Achaea, 
only the noted wrestler Chilon of Patrae was present errt TOv 7rpos 
AaJit'a KaAov'evov wdoAe1ov. However, in this case it is perfectly 
clear, both from the context of vii 6.5 and from an additional 
reference at vi 4.6-7, that Pausanias meant to refer only to the events 

7rptE Aaptaav and not to the war as a whole. 
62 Hornblower (n. 30) 172 if 

Placing Sectio Canonis in historical 
and philosophical contexts 

The construction of Pythagorean musical theory 
rests philosophically on the foundation provided by 
Sectio Canonis. Indeed, the treatise may have performed 
this role historically too. Andrew Barker has recently 
contributed to this journal a discussion of the methods 
and aims of the Sectio-JHS ci (198I) I-I6. In so doing 
he has pinpointed lapses in the theoretical reckoning of 
the treatise, especially in the case of proposition 11 
(PII). I should like to reply to Barker's article. My 
remarks concern the authorship and date of the treatise, 
the introduction, a few propositions, and ultimately the 
historical and philosophical settings for the Sectio. 

Barker chooses to avoid the issue of authorship of the 
Sectio, stating: 'Whether or not they [introduction and 
twenty propositions] are by Euclid himself, there is no 

good reason to assign at least the first eighteen 
propositions to a date later than Euclid's, or to suggest 
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rests philosophically on the foundation provided by 
Sectio Canonis. Indeed, the treatise may have performed 
this role historically too. Andrew Barker has recently 
contributed to this journal a discussion of the methods 
and aims of the Sectio-JHS ci (198I) I-I6. In so doing 
he has pinpointed lapses in the theoretical reckoning of 
the treatise, especially in the case of proposition 11 
(PII). I should like to reply to Barker's article. My 
remarks concern the authorship and date of the treatise, 
the introduction, a few propositions, and ultimately the 
historical and philosophical settings for the Sectio. 

Barker chooses to avoid the issue of authorship of the 
Sectio, stating: 'Whether or not they [introduction and 
twenty propositions] are by Euclid himself, there is no 

good reason to assign at least the first eighteen 
propositions to a date later than Euclid's, or to suggest 

Although that figure is open to question, it is certain 
that he lived long and that his history included events 
down to at least 272.56 

As far as the state of the sources will allow, it appears 
certain that Hieronymus used the name 6 AaJlaaKos 
7ToAeHLo for the war. On the other hand, it seems likely 
that Duris, writing within a decade earlier than 
Hieronymus, referred to it as 6 'EAA7vLKo6 w7OAeL0os 
and had no knowledge of an alternative name. What 
little evidence we do have suggests that Hieronymus 
might well have been the first to use the name which 
later became standard for the war. That such a change in 
terminology could have occurred around the 260s has 
some support from epigraphy. The Marmor Parium, 
although not having an overall name for the war, does 
record the struggle at Lamia and the naumachia near 
Amorgus in the entry for 323/2. The reference to the 
events at Lamia reads: 

a7ro ro TO oA4eLOv Tol 7 vo, LEvov 7Vept Alaulav 
'AOrlvat'otls 7pO 'AvTtraTpov.57 

Here, for the first time in the extant evidence, the 
military engagements at and around Lamia have been 
labelled a 7odAe/O', an indication that in some quarters 
the Lamian events had been elevated in importance to a 
point from which it was no great step to identify the 
entire conflict with the 'w7dAEC/os' at that location. It is 
known from the prescript tofr. A of the Marmor Parium 
that the chronicle recorded selected events down to the 
archonship of Diognetus at Athens in 264/3,58 which is 
virtually synchronous with Hieronymus' time of writ- 
ing. 

That the name o Aatla,aKos 7roAdteos was in circula- 
tion in the second century BC seems confirmed by an 
odd reference to the war by Polybius: 

'Av-rTlTapos ,V Ev Trj rrepL Aaladav td-Xr VLKroaS 
TovS "Earavas, KaK(tUTa Fev eXpr7aaTo TroLs 

raAatfrcipots 'AOrlvaoLt OtIOlot ws s Kalat ros 
aAAols.59 

As it stands this account of what transpired is nonsense. 
Not only is it difficult to decidejust what is meant by the 

adXrl rTepl Aalaiav, but Polybius also states that 

Antipater achieved a victory over the Greeks here. In 
fact, what battles were fought 7TrpL Aatlxav were 
certainly in favour of the Greek forces-the first 
resulting in Antipater being shut up in Lamia, and the 
later causing him to flee northwards following the death 
of Leonnatus and defeat of his cavalry. If it was 
Polybius' intention to refer to a decisive victory on land 
for Antipater, then only that near Crannon, fought 
some months later in 322, would fit the bill. Walbank, 
in his commentary on this passage, observes: 'What P. 
means by the "battle of Lamia" is not clear; the only 

56 For Hieronymus' life and the span of his work see Hornblower 
(n. 30) ch. i. 

57 FGrH 239 B 9. It is recorded in A. Wilhelm, 'Ein neues 
Bruchstiick der-parischen Marmorchronik', Ath.Mitt. xxii (I897) I93 
that there is a space with an erasure between 7ept and the lambda of 

Aal.iav, and that the final two letters of Aatlav are inscribed over an 
erasure. Jacoby believes the original inscription, erased in part for the 
correction AAMIAN, was ZAAAMINA (FGrHiiB 239 p. I003 n. to 
line 8). For the Amorgus naval engagement see N. G. Ashton, 'The 
Naumachia near Amorgos in 322 B.C.', BSA lxxii (I977) I-1I. 

58 FGrH 239 A lines 2-3. 
59 Plb. ix 29.2. 
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